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The invention described herein may ‘be ‘manufactured 
and :used by ‘or for the Government for governmental 

Ont“ 

Thisqtinvention relatesto explosives and ‘more par 
‘ , ticularly concerns ‘cyclotol type‘ explosives modi?ed by 

‘thermites. 
‘ The ‘well-known thermite process is based on the reac 

‘ tion of. various metallic oxides with a speci?ed metal re 
sultingin the oxidation of the metal to its oxide and the 
reduction ‘of the‘ metallic oxide ‘to the free metal, the 
reaction being extremely exothermic and oxygen self 

‘ sustaining. 

The ‘standard thermite reaction is: 

‘and the; chemical constituents involved therein, as in all 
thermite reactions, are stoichiometrically balanced. Ex 

. ‘amples. ofgother thermite reactions are: 

Wexhave discovered that when certain thermites are 
incorporated in an explosive such as cyclotol, for example, 
which contains 60 parts of cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine, 
hereinafter referred to as RDX, and 40 parts of TNT, 
and about 1 part of a suitable hinder, the resultant ex 
plosive is characterized by good positive afterburning and 
extended ?reballing. Afterburning is a desirable feature 
in:many ordnance explosives, as is Well known, since it 
maintains“ the pressure peak and duration of impulse of 
the ‘explosion for several milliseconds after the primary 
explosion.“ Fireballing is a phenomenon wherein the ex 
plosiverains down molten metal particles, and when 
exploded at lower altitudes, will ‘comprise a highly poten 
tialthazard to; the enemy in jungle and guerilla warfare, 
in initiating conflagration-s, in secondary ground casualties, 
and thetlike. 

It ‘is therefore ‘the principal object of this invention to 
provide. ‘an explosive having ‘the aforementioned ad 
vantages. “ 

Other and further objects of the invention will be 
apparent‘ to. those skilled in the art upon study of this 
disclosure; 

In‘ each of the examples following, the particular ther 
mite‘ was made‘in accordance “with the procedure outlined 
belowv 

100 ,grams of the thermite in stoichiometric propor 
tions are‘ thoroughly mixed in a suitable crucible of 
smooth, refractory material such as porcelain, alundum, 
TiOz,‘ ZrOZ,‘ mullite, and the like and placed in an elec 
tric‘ ‘bench furnace and heated at ‘a rate of about 10 

i to 15°l1C./min. until the melting point of the metal in 
volved is attained, the temperature being held thereat for 
about 5 to, 10 minutes. The metal particle size will 
preferably ‘range between 5 to 15‘ microns and the oxide 
particle size will ‘have a range of about 0.1 to 1 micron. 
The furnace is then ‘allowed to cool gradually to room 
temperature‘ and the crucible‘removed from the furnace. 
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The agglomerated thermite may now 'be removed from 
the crucible and carefully granulated, as by ball milling, 
for example, such that 100% of the thermite will pass 
through a 325 mesh screen (44 microns). 
The thermite will constitute about 5 to 25 weight per 

cent of the explosive but preferably will range between 
about 8 to 10%. If higher percentages of thermite are 
employed, the resultant explosive will yield lower‘blast 
with greater ?reballing effects. Conversely, when lower 
percentages of thermite are incorporated into the cyclotol 
type composition, higher blast and afterburning will be 
achieved at the expense of less ?reballing. 

EXAMPLE I 
Grams 

RDX 60 
TNT ___ ___ 40 

Fe203 ___________________________________ __ 5.98 

Al ______________________________________ __ 2.02 

The cyclotol (RDX-TNT) is slowly heated to a few 
degrees above its melting point of 81° C. and the tem 
perature maintained while the ‘granular thermite‘is slowly 
poured thereinto and carefully mixed, vby a sigma blade 
mixer, for example, for several minutes until a homo 
geneous thick liquid is formed. The resultant liquid ex 
plosive is then permitted to cool until solidi?cation results. 

EXAMPLE II 
Grams 

RDX ___________________________________ __ 60 

TNT ____________________________________ __ 40 

B203 ____________________________________ __ 7.99 

Zr ______________________________________ __ 2.01 

EXAMPLE III 
Grams 

RDX ____.. ____ 60 

TNT ____________________________________ __ 40 

Li ______________________________________ _- 2.26 

M003 __-_ ____ 7.74 

EXAMPLE 1V 
Grams 

RDX ___________________________________ __ 60 

TNT ____________________________________ __ 40 

Li ______________________________________ __ 1.38 

W03 ____________________________________ __ 7.62 

EXAMPLE V 
Grams 

RDX ___________________________________ __ 6O 

TNT ____________________________________ ._ 40 

Al ___ ___ _ ___ 2.78 

M11304 _ _____ _... EXAMPLE VI 

Grams 
RDX ____ ____ _. 60 

TNT ____________________________________ __ 40 

Al _ _____ __ 5.37 

V205 ___________________________________ __ 4.63 

In Examples II through VI, the procedure is identical 
with that described under Example I. 
The following table indicates blast superiority and 

afterburning elfects of our compositions over cyclotol 
when tested using standard calorimetric procedures, the 
cyclotol being assigned the numerical value of 100. 
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Table I.——-Blast e?ectiveness 

Numerical 
Composition: value 

Cyclotol ______________________________ __ 100 

Example I _ ____ 105 

Example II ___________________________ __ 106 

Example III ___________________________ __ 108 

Example IV ___________________________ __ 106 

Example V ____________________________ __ 110 

Example VI ___________________________ __ 115 

In the practice of our inventive composition, the 
cyclotol may be ignited by a standard tetryl booster and 
detonator, a #8 blasting cap, etc. When suf?cient heat 
is produced therefrom, the oxygen self-sustaining thermite 
composition is ignited. Our composition will provide 
for increased blast and ?reballing, and, as above men 
tioned, increasing the amount of thermite results in in 
creased ?reballing eifects. Further, our inventive com 
positions do not deleteriously affect the impact sensitivity, 
vacuum stability or detonation rate of the cyclotol. 

It should vbe understood, of course, that the foregoing 
disclosure relates to only preferred embodiments of our 
compositions and other thermite and explosive composi 
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tions may be used without departing from the spirit and 25 
scope of the invention as set forth in the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. A high blast, good afterburning and good ?reballing 
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explosive composition comprising cyclotol and thermite, 
said thermite being selected from the group consisting of 
Al+Fe2O3, Zr+B2O3, Li+MoO3, Li+WO3, Al+Mn3O4, 
and 

2. The composition of claim 1 further characterized 
by said explosive composition comprising about 60 parts 
RDX, 40 parts TNT and about 5 to 25 parts of one of 
said thermites. 

3. The composition of claim 2 further characterized 
by said thermite preferably comprising 8 to 10 parts by 
weight of said explosive composition. 
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